NEW SERIES & SEASONS

(P) Denotes: Premieres

CHAD LOVES MICHELLE
Series Premiere Saturday, November 3 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT)
“Chad Loves Michelle” features an honest inside look at the path to marriage between Grammy award-winning singer Michelle Williams, one-third of chart-topping Destiny’s Child, and Chad Johnson, sports chaplain to professional sports organizations. Having been together for a year and never in the same city for more than seven days, the newly engaged couple is turning to intensive pre-marital counseling to help prepare them for life together as husband and wife. Both are relocating to Los Angeles from different cities in the months leading up to their wedding, but not to the same bedroom. Guided by their faith and unwavering values, the couple has vowed to consummate the relationship only after they are wed. Each episode will feature real issues the couple is tackling in their everyday lives, including Michelle’s high-profile battle with mental health issues, and the lessons they learn from the pre-marital counseling sessions that bond them stronger together.

(P) Saturday, November 3 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Save the Date
Michelle Williams (Destiny’s Child) and her new fiancé, pastor Chad Johnson, were about to start planning their dream wedding. But after Michelle checks herself into a hospital for depression, their wedding planning is put on hold.

(P) Saturday, November 10 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Fish Out Of Water
In an effort to strengthen their relationship, Chad and Michelle take a trip to meet Chad’s family in his small, rural hometown in Colorado. Michelle worries she might not fit in, and things get complicated when a dispute arises.

(P) Saturday, November 17 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode 103
Chad’s sister and her baby come to Los Angeles, giving Chad a chance to play uncle, while Michelle hopes to resolve possible tension between her and her future sister-in-law. In couples therapy with Dr. Thema, Chad confronts troubling memories from his childhood.

(P) Saturday, November 24 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode 104
As Michelle pours herself back into her work, Chad weighs whether he’s ready to accept a job offer with so many other transitions going in his life. Michelle seeks advice from pastors’ wives about becoming a First Lady.

HOME MADE SIMPLE WITH LAILA ALI
Season Premiere Saturday, November 3 (9 a.m. – 10 a.m. ET/PT)
Creating homes that deserving families love to live in is at the core of “Home Made Simple.” The show pairs inspiring families, a team of professional designers, carpenters and special guest artists, who work together with the families to create simple solutions to everyday home challenges and
design dilemmas. Host Laila Ali will be working alongside families as they transform their living, work and play spaces, revealing the compelling and inspiring stories of the families behind the makeovers. Laila, who describes herself as a “home cook,” will also teach the families delicious, easy recipes from her cookbook “Food For Life.”

(P) Saturday, November 3 (9 a.m. - 10 a.m. ET/PT) Episode: Kickin' Home Office for a Family Shoe Business

Newly retired, Dr. Kerry Cox had golf and travel in his sights, but his sons envisioned a family-owned shoe company instead. Now close friend and “Home Made Simple” designer Lauren Makk turns Kerry’s vintage home office into a modern and functional space.

(P) Saturday, November 10 (9 a.m. - 10 a.m. ET/PT) Episode: Boho Bedroom for Miracle Parents

After struggling to conceive, the Cruzes rejoiced when their daughter was born. Now, she’s getting older and wants a sibling. Laila Ali leads the “Home Made Simple” team in a bohemian master bedroom sanctuary for mom and dad in preparation for a new child.

(P) Saturday, November 17 (9 a.m. - 10 a.m. ET/PT) Episode: This Living Room Gets Uplifted

“Home Made Simple” transforms a drab beige living room into a blissful beach sanctuary, just the place this large family needs to gather and host friends and church congregation members — while a surprise patio dining set extends their fabulous new escape.

(P) Saturday, November 24 (9 a.m. - 10 a.m. ET/PT) Episode: Family Room Facelift

Two Long Beach moms with two young daughters need a facelift for their two-level family room. The “Home Made Simple” team led by Laila Ali breathes new life into the space, bringing style and functionality for both kids and adults.

CONTINUING SERIES

(P) Denotes: Premieres
(F) Denotes: Finales

GREENLEAF

Wednesdays (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT)

In season three of “Greenleaf,” all the turbulent forces that Grace’s (Merle Dandridge) return to Memphis unleashed threaten to destroy not just the church her family built, but the family itself. Fallout from last season’s shocking revelation of Bishop’s (Keith David) infidelities with Lady Mae’s (Lynn Whitfield) sister, as well as reverberations from his current dalliance with that insidious Jezebel, Rochelle Cross (LeToya Luckett) that lead to all-out war in the Greenleaf home, setting the Bishop and Lady Mae on a collision course, unless God or Grace intervenes, can only end one way: divorce. In the wake of the marital mayhem, Lady Mae rushes to reconnect with Maxine Patterson (guest star Patti LaBelle), an old friend and now a world-famous Christian motivational speaker, in an attempt to reclaim her forsaken call to preach and thus do what no First Lady has done before — survive as the sole head pastor of a megachurch after a major rift between its founding couple. Grace, meanwhile, works undercover in the company of Rochelle, hoping to discover Rochelle’s motives and true identity before the Bishop is swept away on a raging river of vanity and desire. Across town at Triumph, Jacob (Lamman Rucker) and Kerissa (Kim Hawthorne) try not to make the same mistakes Bishop and Lady Mae made as they work to build their own evangelical empire and manage parenting their teenage daughter Zora (Lovie Simone), but the roots of sin delve deep and old habits die hard. Sophia’s (Desiree Ross) faith is tested when an unforeseen medical issue arises; Charity (Deborah Joy Winans) struggles to make peace with Kevin (Tye White) and find her place in the world; and Grace works to keep an abused woman from death row for the crime of defending her own
life. Meanwhile, Darius (Rick Fox) finds himself in conflict due to being entangled in an increasingly strained relationship with Grace.

(P) Wednesday, November 7 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The End Is Near
The Greenleafs' IRS issues escalate when the FBI raid both Calvary and Triumph on suspicion of embezzlement. Grace (Merle Dandridge) questions her paternity when Aaron (William H. Bryant Jr.) tells her that his father Lionel (Tim Reid) died.

(P) Wednesday, November 14 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Day of Reckoning
Mae (Lynn Whitfield) preaches beautifully at “A Day with Lady Mae” as the Bishop (Keith David) fears he may lose Calvary. Grace (Merle Dandridge) gets a paternity test with Aaron (William H. Bryant Jr.) and works with Jacob (Lamman Rucker) to clear their family name.

(F) Wednesday, November 21 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The New Life
After the success of her big day, Lady Mae (Lynn Whitfield) is denied the right to run Calvary despite support from the Bishop (Keith David). Grace (Merle Dandridge) takes over thanks to Connie (Jen Harper) and joins Harmony & Hope Ministries.

READY TO LOVE
Saturdays (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT)
From box office hitmaker Will Packer (“Girls Trip”), “Ready to Love” explores the real-life dating interactions of sexy, successful and grown Black men and women in their 30s and 40s who are each looking for lasting love and an authentic relationship. A unique twist on a typical dating show, “Ready to Love” highlights the men’s observations and experiences in the search for true love in Atlanta. The series is hosted by Thomas “Nephew Tommy” Miles of “The Steve Harvey Morning Show.”

(P) Saturday, November 3 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Then There Were Three
Now that the ladies have chosen the final three men, the power shifts in favor of the men. After a series of single, double and group dates, the guys must decide which two ladies to send home.

(P) Saturday, November 10 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Hot and Bothered
One couple takes their relationship to the next level, the situation escalates rapidly between another potential love match, and Mike uncovers a red flag about one of the ladies.

(P) Saturday, November 17 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Deal Breakers
The ladies’ frustration with Aaron leads to a heated confrontation, while one of the possible couples hit a snag over a crucial deal breaker.

(P) Saturday, November 24 (10 p.m. – 11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Friends and Lovers
The singles take a big leap forward as the ladies introduce the men to their friends, who bring some tough questions. A shocking answer from one of the men may put a budding relationship in jeopardy.

THE HAVES AND THE HAVE NOTS
Tuesdays (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT)
Tyler Perry’s “The Haves and the Have Nots,” starring John Schneider and Tika Sumpter, portrays the ongoing drama between the wealthy Cryer and Harrington families and the poor Young family. The most explosive season yet continues with no one unscathed by scandal, destruction, life-threatening moments and even death. The series also stars Angela Robinson, Renée Lawless, Crystal Fox, Peter Parros, Aaron O’Connell, Tyler Lepley and Gavin Houston.
(F) Tuesday, November 6 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Exhausted
Jim (John Schneider) thinks he holds all the cards, but there’s a ticking time bomb coming his way.

THE PAYNES
Fridays (9 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. ET/PT)
In Tyler Perry’s comedy series “The Paynes,” Cassi Davis and LaVan Davis reprise their roles as Ella and Curtis Payne from the hit series “House of Payne.” As Curtis and Ella are enjoying their retirement, a death in the family takes them on the road to Florida, where Curtis is roped into a real estate deal that will tumble their lives like clothes in a dryer – with plenty of laughs and life lessons along the way. “The Paynes” also stars Emmy-winner Jackée Harry, Stephanie Charles, Markice Moore, JD McCrary, Sanai Victoria and Anthony O. Dalton.

(P) Friday, November 2 (9 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: A Payneful Proposition
The Paynes are running out of ideas to save the laundromat but Terrance (Anthony O. Dalton) comes up with a solution that could help everyone.

(P) Friday, November 9 (9 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Payneful Partnership
Curtis (LaVan Davis) realizes he has exhausted all of his options and decides to go into business with Terrance (Anthony O. Dalton).

(P) Friday, November 16 (9 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Social Media’d
Nyla (Stephanie Charles) and Kendrick (Matthew Law) re-connect.

(P) Friday, November 23 (9 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: A Giraffe And A Bull
Terrance (Anthony O. Dalton) and Curtis (LaVan Davis) struggle over power of the Laundromat.

(F) Friday, November 30 (9 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Payneful Choices
Nyla (Stephanie Charles) is left with life-altering decisions.
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